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Abstract

The directional preferences of 25 silver ~uropean eels, Anguilla anguill~,

and American eels, Anguilla rostrata, have been studied by photographic

methods in a circular tank under different conditions of geomagnetic

field, in sea water and in fresh water. Movement of eels during recording

was quite restricted. Under the influence of anormal geomagnetic field

and maintenance in seawater, the eels preferred the directions North,

.. and South as partly found in previous investigations. Reduction of the

horizontal North cOMponent of geomagnetism to about zero resulted in a
,

significant directional choice to the East, by eels in all three sampIes

(eels from the estuar~ and the Hamburg area of the EIbe River and from

Rhode Island) compared with the control. Revereal of the magne~ic North

component to the South caused no consistent change. In fresh water and

under either a reduced or reversed horizontal geomagnetic field the eels

exhibited a directional choice to the right of the controls. In all nine

•
examinations under different magnetic conditions in fresh water a directio-

nel preference between 93° and 1840 (SE) was found. In four cases this
the

preference was in addition to one in opposite direction. A discuBsion is

presented which concerns the differenceR observed in field and in labora-

tory stlldies and the possibilities of magnetical or electrical stimula-

tion. An ecological example from the EIbe estuary is given which
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demonstrates the combined action of geomagnetism and salinity on

migratory orientation of silver eels. From the laboratory experimente

it sep.ms obvious that in eels which during their down stream migration

reach the North Sea the saline water activates a northward swimming;

the directional stimuli are caused by influencee of the geomagnetic

field.

•

•
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Introduction

European eels Anguillaanguilla on their spawning migration in the North

Sea obviously swim on a compass course which i8 directed in a northern,to

northwestern direction (Tesch, 1972, 1974). fhe mechanism which enables

the silver eels to have a constant directional choice is unknown. Silver

eels investieated in a circular tank exhibited a similar directional pre

ference, provided the test animalswere eaught during their migration'in

the EIbe estuary and transported immediatly in sea water tanks to the

laboratory on the Island of Helgoland to be examined a few days after

.. " capture (Teseh and Lelek, 1973 a). ~he results of the laboratory investi

gations rule out that visual stimuli, olfaetion pressure or pereeption of

the stream flow provided euesfor the direetional eonstancy.

Branover et al. (1971), Vasilyev and Gleiser (1973) and Vasilyev et al.

(1973) observed in Glass eels and older juvenile stages of A. anguilla

the ability to respond to ehanges in the magnetie field. The eapability

to "pereeive" the direetion of magnetic fields suffered if str~ng artifi-,

•
eial magnetie fields were induced. Other investigations demonstrated that

eels can pereeive very weak eleetrie fields. It was supposed that mag~eto

hydrodynamieal effects whieh produce electrical fields could be involved

(MeCleave et al., 1971; Rommel and MeCleave, 1973).

Using the method of photographing the direetional ehoiee of silver eels in

a eircular tank, it is also possible to examine the directional behaviour
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under conditions of a changed geomagnetic field. The results presented,

here were obtained by this technique and include the use of Helmholtz

coils for the generation of artificial magnetic fields.

Material and Methods

MigratoryEuropean eels in the so-called silvery stage (body length

30 - 40 cm) were selected from commercial catches in two loeations of

the River EIbe. Nine males were from fyke-net catches in Hamburg harbour

on August 26 and 27, 1973. Examination of these eels took place from

August 28 to September 5, 1973. Eleven males were eaught at the end of

Oetober in the EIbe estuary in the same loeation (Brunsbüttel as

•
described by Tesch and Lelek (1973 b) by a cutter with a framed gape net

(a stow net). They were examined from November 6 to 11, 1973. Five

female silver American eels (Anguilla anguilla) about 70 cm long were

caught by commercial fisherman near Kingston, Rhode Island (USA), They

were flown to Hamburg at the end of October 1913 immediately after

capture, and were examined on October 30 and from November 19 to 29,1973.

The eels were maintained in fresh water at 12 0 to 14°C. Water temperatu~

o 0in the experimental tank was 14 to 15 C. One set of experiments was

conducted in fresh water (tap water); another set was performed in sea

water transported to Hamburg from the Helgoland area. The salinity

was> 30 %~.
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The plastic circular tank (1m diameter, 50 cm height, water level

35 - 40 cm with a bottomof transparent plexiglas) and the recording

camera, as wellas all other experimental installation and procedure,

were the same as described earlier (Tesch and Lelek, 1973 b). Instead
. . '

of a metal stand and a plastic cover, fibreglass reinforced polyest'er

tube-like stund was'installed underneath the circular tank to eliminate

interference with the magnetic field (Fig. 1). ~uring observation

periods the eels were kept in total darkness except during photographie

recording (every 10 to 30 min) by flash illumination •

The circular tank was framed by two square,wooden Helmholtz coils

.(Fig. 2) 2 m on a side. The distance between coils was 1.06 m. Coils

each had 25 turns of 4.5 mm copper wire and were connected in series.

The current was taken from the mains supply through a rectifier and

could beadjusted from 0 to 8 amps. An ammeter indicated the current.

The total intensity of the geomagnetic field (F) in Hamburg is about

0.48 Gauss, the horizontal intensity (H) 0.18 Gauss and the inclination

(I) 68°. In the circular tank in the basement laboratory of the

B~ologische Anstalt Helgoland in Hamburg (BAH) the north component of

the horizontal field (X) measured by means of a Foerster Sonde was 0.18

Gauss. The east component (Y) amounted to <- 0.01 Gauss. Compensation
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•

•
Piß'. 1 The experimental arrangement. In the center is the fibregla8

reinforced polyester stand with the circular tank on top of it,

on the left and right sides parts of the Helrnholtz coi18, on the

left margin outside of the coi18 the power supply and timing

arparcl tus for the camera.
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of X by current flow through the Helmholtz coils to a. value of about zero

was effected by a current of 0.8 A; reversal of X (geogra.phic North to

South) was attained at 1.7A. If, at compensation of X to zero in the centre

of the bottom of the circular tank, a value of 0.000 Gauss was measured,

at same peripheral points of the tank Xamounted to a value not higher'

than 0.005 Gauss.

Examination of the directional position of the eels took place with X

compensated to zero, with X reversed from North to South, and with normal

X relationships in the BAH laboratory as a control. Each examination las~
(

17 to 22 hours (in two cases 4.5.or 12 hours) including the night period.

As in earlier experiments (Tesch and Lelek, 1973 b) day and night results

were compared and no difference was found, if there was sufficient material

for a comparison.

The mean angle (direction), the concentration, and the angular deviation

were calculated (Batschelet, 1965). ~he statistical treatment of the

results was performed as proposed by Batschelet (1965): a X2 test to

determine if a non-uniform circular distribution was present (see also

Tesch and ~elek, 1973 a,b); the Rayleigh test (critical test value) to •
determine if the concentration around a preferred direction is significant;

a non-parametric two-sample test (also a ~2 test) to determine if the

preferred direction oftwo sampIes are significantly different provided the

angular deviation of the two sampIes is comparable in size. A difficulty
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arose since many of the circular distributions resulted in abimodal

distribution, as found earlier (Tesch and Lelek, 1973 a). For this

reason, in all cases in which abimodal distribution was found, the cal-

culation of the mean angle was performed by the method of "doublini the

angle" (Batschelet, 1965). The Rayleigh test was also performed by this

method and two sampIe tests between bimodal distribution samples. A bi-

modal calculation was conducted in each sampIe which exhibited no signi-

ficance by unimodal treatment through the Rayleigh test. Smoothing of

the circular distribution rendered no better test results, but smoothed

graphical illustration (Fig. 4 and 5) presents 'the differences more

clearly. The procedure for smoothing the single directional frequences'

(fm) was a follows:

•

fm ~
fm - 1+2 fm + fm + 1

4
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Results

A summary of the circular distributions exhibited by the different ex-,

periments is given in Table 1. Table 2 presents ~he mean angles and

their level ofsignificance, and Table 3 the mathematical-statistical

treatment of the differences. The preferred directions of all silver

eels treated in sea water or in fresh water deviated to the right

(increase of t e azimuth angle between 50 and 110 0
) if the North geo

magnetism (X) was compensated to zero (Fig. 3). Fig., 4 presents an

example of these differences by means of a circular distribution graph~

Reversal of the North magnetism (X) from North to South resulted in no

consistent change of the azimuth angle, although in fresh water an

increase occurred in all three cases. The most striking findings were

the differences between the directional °behaviour in sea water and

fresh water (Fig.3). In sea water both the controls and the eels under

a reversed magnetic field (X) travelled north- or southward. If the

field was compensated to zero they pointed in an easterly direction. In

fresh water the preferred direction was turned right, i. e. southeast

under all three experimental conditions or, to a lesser derree, in the

opposite direction. The general impression is that either compensation tt
of the North magnetism to zero or change from sea to fresh water altered

the directional choice from a northern or southern direction to an

eastern or, to a lesser degree to a western direction.
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Tab. 1 Silvcr eels (A. anguilla and A. ~ontrnta) recorded on film in their compass-direction sections under different co~ditio~s

in the circular tank 1;u!!".ce.

Locality of captu~e

Salinity during
ot,servation

North component of Numbe~ reccrded nointin~ int<ldiffe-cnt comnass d~1:~~~lc~n p,ecticn~ cf in*
the eeorr.agnetic field ~I l,C E .;". :; "... ';i'. ~~ c~T- i::t~'.l.>-

EIbe neer Hamburg

EIbe neer HAmburg

"

EIbe estuary

sea!""ater

"

fref:h~ater

"

"
sealol'ater

"

frest:\.>ater

normal (control)

compensated to zero

r~e~ed to South

normal (cont~ol)

compe~sated to zero

,
re'Yerle<l to ~outh

no;mal' (control)

compensated to zero

're~rged to South

normal (control)

102

84

95

107 .

24

132

96

99

69

111

96

85

98

87

21

110

100 '

82

77

81

95

61

95

71

21

110

72

62

6}

71

104

77

122

110

48

104

104

86

103

106

87

88

96

}2

127

71

85

,99

113

82

78

90

87

19

127

61

118

72

81

,60

72'

58

28

99

64

72

88

80

105

83 I
63 l

!
30 I

!

137 I
80 i

j
75 I
97 i

733

648

755

665

223

946

6e8

679

668

9

9

9

9

9

9

'11

11

111

'11

Rhode Island, USA

"

" " "
fresh'wa ter

compenseted to zero

reVerSed to South

normal (control)

compensated to zero,

reverged to South

nor~al (control)

compensated to zero

reVerSed to ~outh

74

10}

45

45

}9

22'

60

41

70

72

54

48

5}

}5

43

4}

119

9}

49

52

49

4},

47

}8

108

107

4}

48

47

37

67

52

108

126

68

47

57

34

44

59

10{,

115

60

34

57

21

46

55

68

78

40

37

36

16

36

45

74

78

51

47

62

15

45

75

772

410

}58

402

225

386

408

, 3
i
i 3
I
!
I 3

3
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EIbe es tue.ry

hhode Inland, USA
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observation of the eeomagne calculoted ; iiayleiCh- P alculated Hltylei,o;h- P 11

tic field nimodal Te~t calcu- imo~al Test calcu- )
. lated uni- ~ated bimo-l I •

I reoual I dal I i .

-::fra~er -"-t:~rmal(ContrOI) /11,5° 0,04 >5~" 24,4° I 10,8 ~ ..: 1 ~~, ;~:~--1--0-,-1-:;:--
!compensnted to b4,3° 57,2 (1 ~~ 'I 1110,5 ;

,i : zer.o i i ,:

I IreYer~e(ltoSout:~7'10 '1,9 >57~ 12,3
0

6,9 .i~1~:20,9

I fresh,rEter normal(control) ;93,00 4,2 <51,164,40 I 1,4' 1>5~~i17,2
I " • i i!
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0

5,2 <1%1I ")26,5
zero ." .

I
"revertecltO:iOut,159,70 1,9 >5% 140,2° 6,7 .(17·j22,l.

. seawater normal(control) :303,8° 0,9 >5 f 2,3° I 2,7 ~ 5 J;ll ')
I, '"1 'Icoml1:~~~ted to i78,2° 15,9 (' 1 ~f I (2,9

'reVerSecl to :C;out ~14,60 1,7 >5 5~ 19'-0.° I! 5,9 ..: 1 ~bl!24,7
normal(control) :209,2° 1,8 >5~' 144,20 4,3 . .( 5 /,11'),5

jcompens!,tedto '149,4
0

13,0' L.l~.· 115,1° I',i 0,1 '>5f
l
,':.34,5

I zero

Irenrge(; t6 :iout ;164,0° 7 ,1 1('1 /' I '27,6

"

()'1824° >5 30,7° 12,4 >5'1·;'11,8norms I control .1 ' 1,1 I~'

Ii compensnted to i 74,3° 2,0 I> 5: 141,5° 0,5) 5 'f. 5,13 i, ;I zero ; 0
i re'll'IHSed to :5out ,:193,3

i I'
lnormal(control) 109,30

I i!compensated to ~56,20
; zeroIrell"el'gecl to Sout '252,3°

- I
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..

Locality of capture

Tab. 2 Silver eels

"

EIbe !1!!ar HRrnburg
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Silver ~elB (A. anguilla snd A. rostrat~) 'mean co~~ass directiona under different conditions compared by a

nonpararnetric two-aample test (X2 ).

In controls, North component of eeomagnetic field nor~al

"

. __ -_?~~,:~~"-~_-_Je':',/'; "~'h~:---~T-=-- I~1""":.·" it I:
Location of capture Salinity I uni- 01' bi- : bi- 01' uni- : X2 test' error luni- 01' bi- 1 Salinity t;orth CO'!lpon ..nt of

durine ob- j modal charac- I modal celcu- ! PlI ;modal charac-. during eeoms[netic Held
servation i ter of distri- i lation' ~~a eri ter of distr1-observa-

bution; .an ! buti'bn tion-----.:---------:..::..:=:.:.:..-------.:.....--.:.....--'----------'1"'=- . .------------
EIbe nesr Ilnmburc;

EIbe estuary

"
"

."
khode Island, U~A

11

11

sea water

11

fresh water

sell. water

11

.. ..
fresh water
11 ,.

sea w/l.ter

"
.,
..
..

.,
!
i,

bi

bi

bi

uni

uni

bi

bi

bi

bi

bi

bi

bi

bi

be
bi

bi

bi

!

!---_._---)

bi

bi

bi

uni

bi

uni

uni

bi

uni

uni

bi

uni

bi

uni

bi

bi

uni

.. ;

L

10.2 2.5% 11'. uni see wster CO"'l""l1seted to zero,
10.3 2;5~ bi .reserv(ld to :,outh

10.6 2.5% uni fresh wa- nOJ'!"!!1 (contrcl)

4.7 70.0% uni ter c0r>.ensRteorl to zero

7.3 10. o~~ bi " r,4!s~rved to ronth,.
15.6 5.0% uni sea wster cOIJ:l.ensa ted to zero

11.4 30.0% bi resp.rved to ;;outh

4.4 30.0% bi r~servl!d to ~outh

17.3 2.5% uni fresh wa- nor!!,p.l (control)

26.0 0.1~b 'uni: ter compens p ted to zero

I 6.0 5.o~G uni .. resprv,.rl to "'out!"
i 2,1.1 2.5~ uni rps ..rved to ~ou·h,
!
I 3.7 30.0% uni sen water co!!'} en!'11 t ..d to zer"
I'

8.2 50.0% ,. uni 11 compensated to! , zero

i 2.5 I 50.0'/0 reservetl to South

I 2.6 I 50.0% uni fresh ws- nor!!'al(control)!
I 18.6

I
1.o~ uni ter normal(control)

,I, I
t ______·______~_
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Expllriments in sea water

E

~
Experiments in frllsh walIIr

•W

\
''''-"
'~S---

Anguilla rostrata

Rhode Island, USA

Geographocal North dorect,on

L\
E

)
/

W

\
"'--
Anguilla anguilla

Eibe Ilstu~ry

\~
'----S

Anguilla anguilla

Elbll nllar Hamburg

A

,~N~

I \
W E

\

Placll of
capturll :

c::=:;:, Normal gllomagnetism c:::::=:=> Horizontal North geomagnetism
com~nsatlld to zero

-emm:rr:III> Horizontal geomagnlltism reversed from North to South

Fig. 3 Mean directional preferences of Anguilla aneuilla and

Anguilla rostrata examined under different conditions,of the

geomagnetic field, in sea water and in fresh water and from~

different locations.
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The Rayleigh test indicated significance for all results obtained from

A. anguilla, except the controls of the EIbe estuary, if the highest

values are always taken whether from unimodal!or bimodal treatment

(Tab. 2). Also the~2 test (test of fit) exhibited high significance for

most values, or in two cases, slightly below the 90 %level. Generally

not significant are the Rayleigh test values observed in A. rostrata

which is probably due to the small sampIes and number of observations.

2The x test was more useful. A comparison of the differences ,between

2experimental groups on the basis of the x test is presented by Table 3•

In A. anguilla the striking differences between sea and fresh water

treated animals mentioned is accentuated by significant~~ values (both

sampIes 2.5 %error). The same is true if the values from eels under

compensated conditions and controls are compared (2.5 %and 5 %error).

Although on the basis of the comparatively small sampIe size of

A. rostrata directional concentrations of the circular distributions -

and their differences are mostly uncertain, arepresentation of the

distribution graphically on the basis of a linear distribution seems to

deliver clear results (Fig. 5). It becomes evident.from the graph that

eels in a compensated field exhibit a completely different (i.e. shifted

by 90 0
) directional behaviour compared with controls. This is in agree

ment with the results on A. anguilla (e. g. Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Directional choice (in percent) of Anguilla. a.nguilla, from the

EIbe river at Hamburg examined in sea water, presented by a

(smoothed) circular frequency distribution graph., with

-normal geomagnetic conditions (controls) and with North compo

nent of the horizontal geomagnetic field compensated to zero.
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Fig. 5 ~ireetional ehoiee of Anguilla rostrata, examined in sea water,

presented by a (smoothed) linear frequeney distribution graph,

with normal geomagnetie eonditions, (eontrols) with the North

component eompensated to zero, and with the N~rth component

reversed to South.
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~lthough in a small experimental tank like the one used effects such as

generation of electric currents by means of the fish's movement through

the geomagnetic field seems to be unlikely, some observations on change

ofposition at shorter intervals than those mentioned (10 to 30 min)

between the photographie recordings have been made. I took a picture ·of

the eels position every 6 seconds so that nine comparisons of succeeding

photos were possible. Out of 77 eel positions 41 (53 %) exhibited no

positional change, others changes only slightly. It follows that movement

is rare.

Discussion

.'
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A directional preference of North or South, as in the controls, was

also found during earlier investigations (Tesch and Lelek, 1973) in eels

examined in 1971 under normal conditions.of geornagnetic field. This was

especially true for yellow (stationary) eels as weIl as for silver eels

which obviously were not completely ready for the spawning migration.

Undisturbed migratory eels in 1971 preferred a North-~est direction

(321 0) with a high level cf significance (Rayleigh test: z = 14.1;

p < 1 ~~). 'fhe silver eels from the EIbe estuary in the preserit investi

gations were caught in 1973 at, nearly the Same place but were not aso

undisturbed as the 1971 specimens. After capture they were transported

and maintained in freshwater and they had to endure a longer delay.

before examination. This maybe the,reason why the circular distribution

is more bimodal than in 1971, but it is not bimodal enough for a high

level cf signifance. In addition, the number of measurements was not as

great as 1911. The unimodal calculation of the mean direction results in

a north-western direction (3030
; Rayleigh test: z = 0.9; ,no significance)

aS in 1971.

The question now arises why, under the condition of the North geomag

netism (X) compensated to zero, the circular distribution is not uniform.

We still always find an orientation to the east. This may be due to the,

fact that the horizontal magnetic field (H) also exhibits an easterly·...

component (Y~-0.01 Gauss), which after compensation of magnetic North

•
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supplies enough stimulation for further direetional orientation. This

would imply a very high sensitivity. Only campensation of Y to zero or

reversal to the West can resolve this problem. Birds (Erithaeus rubecuia)

have been shown to be disoriented if placed in rooms of a total intensity

(F) less than 0.30 Gauss, but adaptation to a weakend geomagnetie field

was possible (Wiltsehko, 1968). It also was found, that not only the

horizontal component of the earth's field (X) but also the vertieal eompo

nent (V) was neeessary for a direetional orientation. Without V the robins

had abimodal directional ehoiee. They measure the inelination (J) of the

geornagnetie field lines (Wiltsehko, 1912; Wiltsehko and Wiltschko, 1912).4It

In the eels abimodal eireular distribution was found only if F was normal

. and it became unimodal if the horizontal field (H) was weakend by redue~

tion of X. An answer to the question of whether V is important for the

orientation of eels only can be given, if results of experimental redue-

tion of V are at hand. From the results presented it seems l~kely that a

meehanism other than that evident from the birds is involved.

A direetional ehoiee dependent on geomagnetis~ was also found in juvenile

eels (A. an~uilla)by a quite different teehnique: the labyrinth method

(Branover et al., 1911; Vasilyev et al., 1913). These as weIl as our own 4It
results imply that direct stimulation by magnetism is involved: the laby-

rinth examination, by the fact that strong magnetie fields rendered the

eels ineapable of orientation by means of magnetism; in the eireular

. tank investigations, by the fact that only rare movement of the test
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animals in the tank was exhibited which means that hardly any induction

and perception of electrical currents by the eels' movements through

the earth magnetic field could occur. Electrical currents generated by

water movement and their perception, as presumed by McCleave et ale

(1971), can definitely be ex~luded. Tesch (1974) considers such a

mechanism of orientation to be too complicated.

Ecologically very important is the influence of salinity on the directio

nal behaviour of the eels, as evidenced by examination either in pure

fresh water or in pure sea water. The degree of salinity is obviously of

minor importance. The earlier investigations have shown that brackish

water (one part sea water, two parts fresh water) induces a North or

South preference of the silver eels (Tesch and Lelek, 19739. The impor

tance of salinity on the behaviour of juvenile eels under the influence

of magnetic fields is also demonstrated by experiments of Vasilyev and

Gleiser (1973). They found that increased salinity also augmented the

effectivness of the magnetical field. The authors attribute these results

to the increase in hydrodynamical effects (see discussion above) by

augmentation of salinity.

The combined dependence of orientation on geomagnetism and salinity can

explain many ecological problems in the eels migratory behaviour. One of

these i8 the phenomenon that silver eels during their spawning migration

approaching the EIbe estuary travel along the north bank of the EIbe.
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During their migration in fresh wB.ter it is known that they drift in the

central parts of the river in the main stream. However,when they

contaet the brackish water of the River EIbe they are only eaught near

the North bank, as evideneed by the strong concentration of cutters

fishing with framedgape nets each migratory seaßon at this special

loeation. The salinity there is about 2 %0 (Kühl and Mann, 1953). It is

interesting ~~t at t~is same loeation during their migration from the

North Sea into the EIbe the elvers are caught in the highest eoneentra-

tions (1971 Teseh). Probably, with a eritieal low salinity a ehange in

orientation and behaviour of the elvers at this loeation occurs. From'

an ecological point of view, the salinity aets as releaser in the silver

eel which produees aetivity and a swimming in the direetion of magneti

eal lines, i. e. in the ~lbe estuary and in the North ~ea, northward,

as demonstrated by results of telemetrie ultrasonie traeki~g (Teseh,

1972, 1974) and eonventional tagging and reeapture (Lühmann and Mann,

1958).

•
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Summary

1. A modified arrangement has been used for the photographie recording

cf the directional ehoiee of silver eels (Anguilla anguilla and

Anguilla rostrata) in a circular tank and under the magnetic action of

a Helmholtz coil.

2. The movement of the eels in the experimental tank was very restricted

as obvious by photographs taken every 6 sec.

3. Nine male specimens from the EIbe River near Hamburg, 11 male speci

mens from the EIbe estuary and 3 to 5 female speeimens from Rhode Island

USA, were examined for 17 to 22 hours, either in sea wateror in fresh

water, and yielded 225 to 946 photos for eaeh examination.

4. In sea water eels of all three sampIes changed their preferred di

rection from north or south to east, when the normal horizontal

north (X) component of the geomagnetic field was eompensated to zero.

(The east component (Y) remained unchanged «-0.01 Gauss) during all

observations). In fresh water,eeIs.alsopreferred more easterly direc

tions in the compensated field, hut to a lesser degree.
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5. Reversal of the horizontal North component (X) of the maenetic .

earth field to the South caused no consistent change in eels examined

in sea water compared with the controls. In fresh water a slight but

consistant dekiation to the right was observed.

6. Sea and fresh'water controls including A. rostrata showed a signi-

ficant directional difference; sea water specimens choose North or

South; fresh water specimens selected East to Southeast.

e
this species and compared with A. anguilla wer~ mostly not significant.

But in all cases the same tendencies as in the European eels have been

observed.

8. The question of whether selection of swimming course is affected by

the earth magnetic field itself or by magnetohydrodynamically pro-

duced electricity is discussed. Mechanisms of orientation under the

influence of geomagnetism seems to be different from that observed

in birds.

•9. An ecological example from the EIbe estuary i8 given which demon-

strate the combined action of geomagnetism and sal~nity on migratory

orientation of silver eels. It is evident that the salinity necessary

to release northward swimming is comparatively low;this was also ob-

vious from the results of earlier laboratory investigations (Tesch'and

Lelek, 1973 b)
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